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Abstract
We outline our approach to understand the family structure through the idea of a
SM-like chiral fermion spectrum, one that is derivable from anomaly cancellation
conditions in the same way as the one family SM, under an extended symmetry,
which after breaking to the SM symmetry yields the three families as the residual
chiral content. An example of a relatively simple scalar sector which gives an
acceptable symmetry breaking pattern and naturally hierarchical quark mass
matrices is also discussed for a successful SU(4)A ⊗ SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗U(1)X
model. This is a summary of a seminar given at the 37th IUKT winter school,
for the proceedings.
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Each family of the standard model (SM) fermions composes of a chiral spec-
trum tightly bounded by gauge anomaly cancellaton constraints. However, the
three family structure and the hierarchy among the masses is a major puzzle.
The fermions in one SM family can be uniquely derived by assuming one
multiplet transforming nontrivially under each component gauge group and re-
quiring the minimal chiral spectrum canceling all the anomalies. We seek to
understand the family structure through the idea of a SM-like chiral fermion
spectrum, one with the same feature as the one family SM under an extended
symmetry, which after breaking to the SM symmetry yields naturally the three
families as the residual chiral content. The natural choice of the gauge group is
SU(N)⊗ SU(3)⊗ SU(2)⊗U(1). For instance, start with (4,3,2,1) for N = 4,
the strategy leads to the spectrum
(4,3,2,1), (4¯, 3¯,1,x), (4¯,1,2,y), (4¯,1,1, z),
(1, 3¯,2, a), (1, 3¯,1,b), (1, 3¯,1, c), (1,1,2,k), (1,1,1, s) .
Solution for the U(1) charges canceling all anomalies exists but fails to give
the correct SM embedding. However, analysis of the potentially successful em-
beddings of the three families suggests that SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y ⊂
SU(4)A ⊗ SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)X works when the above spectrum is aug-
mented with an anomaly-free SU(4)A multiplet charged under U(1)X . The re-
sulted models have nontrivial U(1)Y embeddings. Similar constructions with
some other N values are also obtained.
These SM-like chiral models have interesting phenomenological predictions.
In the case of a specific model with N = 4, we also constructed a Higgs sector
giving rise to a natural mass hierarchy mt,mb > mc > ms > md,mu. The
scalars multiplets are φ0 = (4¯,1,1,9) and φa (a = 1 or 2), in (4¯,1,1,−3),
together with SU(2)L doublets Φ = (15,1,2,−6). A Cabφaiφ
†j
b Φ
k
jΦ
†i
k mass term
with natural VEVs for the φa’s decouples twelve of the fifteen doublets from the
EW-scale. There remain two EW Higgs doublets and an extra doublet of singly-
and doubly-charged scalars. FCNC constraints can be easily satisfied and the
quark mass hierarchy resulted.
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